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WHAT ARE INSTITUTIONS?

 "Institutions are the humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic and 

social interactions" North (1991)

➢ Informal constraints: sanctions, codes of conduct, norms

➢ Formal rules (e.g. laws)

 “Institutions provide the incentive structure of an economy; as that structure evolves, it 

shapes the direction of economic change towards growth, stagnation, or decline”

➢ Less incentive to become educated and more incentive to know people /rent seeking in Mexico?

 Meant to help solving the problems of human cooperation

➢ Culture of cooperation? “cangrejos mexicanos”

 Institutions and the effectiveness of enforcement (together with the technology

employed) determine the cost of transacting.



DEVELOPMENT AND INSTITUTIONS

 “Economic history is overwhelmingly a story of economies that failed to produce a set of economic 

rules of the game (with enforcement) that induce sustained economic growth”. 

➢ The central issue of economic history and of economic development is to account for the evolution of political 

and economic institutions that create an economic environment that induces increasing productivity”

 A capital market entails security of property rights over time and will simply not evolve where 

political rulers can arbitrarily seize assets or radically alter their value. 

➢ shackling of the ruler's power to prevent arbitrary seizure of assets (e.g. Glorious Revolution 1688)

 “Undergirding such markets are secure property rights, which entail a polity and judicial system to 

permit low costs contracting, flexible laws permitting a wide latitude of organizational structures, 

and the creation of complex governance structures to limit the problems of agency in hierarchical 

organization.”

 Little emphasis here on: literacy/education; little market power; equality of opportunity/wealth 

distribution. Is culture included?



PRIMITIVE SOCIETIES

Some features:

➢ trading involves a continual search for specific partners, not the mere offers of goods to the 

general public. Intensive bargaining.

➢Regulation of disputes involves testimony by reliable witnesses to factual matters, not the 

weighting of competing, juridical principles. 

➢Governmental controls over marketplace activity are marginal, decentralized, and mostly 

rhetorical.  → reminds me of Mexico.

 Hard to understand why these "inefficient" forms of bargaining continue 

➢ Elites don’t want their power challenged – block innovation? 

➢ What’s missing: effective legal structure and court system to enforce contracts which in turn depend on the 

development of political institutions that will create such a framework. 



DEVELOPMENTS

Key improvements:

 Capital mobility – bill of exchange (trade credit), loans, banks

 Information: printing of prices, accounting, weighting standards

 Risk: joint stock company

The shackling of arbitrary behavior of rulers and the development of impersonal rules that successfully

bound both the state and voluntary organizations were a key part of this whole process

“What distinguished the institutional context of western Europe from the other illustrations? The

traditional answer of economic historians has been competition among the fragmented European political

units accentuated by changing military technology which forced rulers to seek more revenue (by making

bargains with constituents) in order to survive.”

Note the emphasis of civic struggle for liberty and rights --- still going on today.



DEVELOPMENT CAN GO WRONG

Development can go the other way:

 private profitability has been enhanced by creating monopolies, by restricting entry and factor mobility,

 political organizations that established property rights that redistributed rather than increased income.

Inertia: contrast in the history of the areas north and south of the Rio Grande River

 English colonies were formed in the century when the struggle between Parliament won over crown…growth of

assemblies unambiguous.

 Latin America – “Spanish Indies, conquest came at the precise time that the influence of the Castilian Cortes

(parliament) was declining and the monarchy of Castile, centralized bureaucratic control. The bureaucracy detailed

every aspect of political and economic policy…Wealth-maximizing behavior by organizations and entrepreneurs

(political and economic) entailed getting control of, or influence over, the bureaucratic machinery.”

➢ "personalistic" relationships are still the key to much of the political and economic exchange.

Sounds familiar?



OPEN QUESTIONS FROM NORTH 

 Under what conditions does a path get reversed?

 What is it about informal constraints (cultural norms?) that gives them such a

pervasive influence upon the long-run character of economies?

 What is the relationship between formal and informal constraints?

 How does an economy develop the informal constraints that make individuals 

constrain their behavior so that they make political and judicial systems effective 

forces for third party enforcement? 



POLITICAL ECONOMY HAS EXPERIENCED A REVIVAL

 It is not that we do not know how to proceed in general terms

➢ Equality of opportunity and social mobility: good quality education and health system, credit.

❑ Good teachers, scholarships based on merit, (well designed credit guarantees?)

➢ Justice system: Impartial, expedient and transparent contract enforcing.

➢ State controls violence: good police.

➢ Incentives for effort:

❑ Know-how (technology/talent) vs know-who: transparency, less opportunities for rent seeking.

❑ Competition: banking, energy, labor markets, political parties (strong antitrust, information, media).

➢ Investment in public goods: transport, broadband, sanitation/health, security.



POLITICAL ECONOMY HAS EXPERIENCED A REVIVAL

The problem deeply is a political problem: low incentives to improve education, health,

courts, infrastructure, transparency. Why?

➢ Low information/education/expectations of voters?

➢ Elite capture? → More progressive taxes and more accountability of expenditures.

➢ Takes time + simultaneous policies are needed.

➢ Low state capacity means implementation is highly deficient, pressure groups powerful. 

✓ → Need good quality bureaucrats

✓ → Need strong civil society and media to monitor the government and power groups



INSTITUTIONS EMPIRICAL PAPERS

• ACEMOGLU, JONSON AND ROBINSON 2001

• PODCASTS: HTTPS://WWW.ECONTALK.ORG/ACEMOGLU-ON-WHY-NATIONS-FAIL/

Methods:

• Instrumental variables

• Overidentification test

https://www.econtalk.org/acemoglu-on-why-nations-fail/


THE COLONIAL ORIGINS OF COMPARATIVE DEVELOPMENT

What are the fundamental causes of the large differences in income per capita across countries?

 “Countries with better "institutions,“ more secure property rights, and less distortionary policies will invest more in

physical and human capital, and will use these factors more efficiently to achieve a greater level of income”

 North and South Korea, or East and West Germany: central planning and collective ownership, vs private property 

and a market economy.

Need exogenous variation in

institutions

And measures of institutions



EARLY SETTLING CONDITIONS + INERTIA

Extractive vs Inclusive Institutions:

 Extractive institutions: transfer as much of the resources

of the colony to the colonizer: Mexico, Most of Africa

 Inclusive institutions: "Neo-Europes. "The settlers tried to

replicate European institutions, with strong emphasis on

private property and checks against government power.”

Their theory: effect of settler mortality working through the

institutions brought by European settlers.

Mortality more than 100 years ago “explains” 25% of

variation in income today



COMPETING ALTERNATIVES FOR ORIGINS OF PROGRESS

 Other ideas:

➢ Geography → agriculture suitability → culture / institutions  (Diamond 1997)

➢ Disease environment today (Sachs)

➢ Settler identity: Legal environment (French vs English: Civil vs common law) + Settlers 

transferred culture 

➢ Cash crops → slavery / inequality → elite power (Engerman and Sokoloff (1997))

➢ Type of colonization: extractive vs inclusive institutions



1. HIGH MORTALITY AND SETTLEMENT

 British expectations for settlement in West Africa: half of whom could be expected to die in the first year.

Based on historical records mainly from the military:

➢ Sierra Leone 46%, Bulama 61%, 87% during the overland trip from Gambia to Niger.

➢ In places where the early settlers faced high mortality rates, there would be less incentive for new

settlers to come. → so you may as well plunder fast and leave.

2. TYPES OF COLONIZATION

 In settler colonies where Europeans settled in large numbers life was modeled after the home country

Robinson & Gallagher (1961), Gann & Duignan (1962), Denoon (1983), Cain & Hopkins (1993)

 “there was undeniably something capitalist in the structure of these colonies. Private ownership of land and

livestock was well established very early...” Denoon (1983)

 Australia: “The settlers wanted institutions and political rights like those prevailing in England at the time.

They demanded jury trials, freedom from arbitrary arrest, and electoral representation”

 New Zeland: “voters expected politicians actively to promote their economic welfare”



2. TYPES OF COLONIZATION

Spanish and Portuguese:

 Objective: obtain gold and other valuables from America.

➢ Spanish crown granted rights to land and labor (the encomienda) and set up a complex mercantilist

system of monopolies and trade regulations to extract resources from the colonies

Europeans in Africa:

 Slave trade and gold

 tax rates on Africans in the Congo approached 60% of their income during the 1920's and 1930’s

“The colonial powers set up authoritarian and absolutist states with the purpose of solidifying their

control and facilitating the extraction of resources”



3. INSTITUTIONAL PERSISTENCE

 Independence: “ 'new states,’ in reality they were successors to the colonial regime, inheriting

its structures, its quotidian routines and practices, and its more hidden normative theories of

governance" (Young, 1994)

Latin America:

 “the full panoply of monopolies and regulations, which had been created by Spain, remained intact after

independence, for most of the nineteenth century.”

 Forced labor policies persisted and were even intensified or reintroduced with the expansion of export

agriculture in the latter part of the nineteenth century.

 Slavery persisted in Brazil until 1886, and during the sisal (henequen) boom in Mexico, forced labor

was reintroduced and persisted up to the start of the revolution in 1910”



3. INSTITUTIONAL PERSISTENCE

 Why the persistence (no clear answers yet)

➢ Sunk cost of setting up institutions

➢ Small elite: more incentives to be extractive as they keep a larger share (pre-existing elite)

➢ Irreversible investment in complementary assets (e.g. education) creates an interest to fight for their

complementary institutions (property rights)

➢ Psychological biases limit the flow of new ideas? (not in paper)

➢ Religiosity justified hierarchy? (not in paper)

▪ Nonetheless: They will show empirically that there is substantial persistence.



MEASURE OF INSTITUTIONS TODAY

 Proxy of institutions: protection against "risk of expropriation“ index from Political Risk

Services

➢ Measures differences in institutions originating from different types of states and state

policies.

MEASURE OF INSTITUTIONS IN RECENT PAST

 Constraints on the executive 1900

 Democracy in 1900

 Constraints on executive at independence



DATA: EXTERNAL VALIDITY

 They could get data on all the needed variables

for only 64 countries: are they “representative”?

 Exp(4.7)=109 deaths for each 1000 in one year.

➢ Compare: Homicides in high homicide countries

today 30-40 per 100,000 inhabitants

▪ Political Risk Services (avg 1985-1995): 0,…10.

Zero=lowest.

➢ Tradition of rule of law and well-enforced property

rights should correspond to high values.



OLS: GDP VS RISK OF EXPROPIATION

Climate

Per worker

Africa 90 log points (approximately 

145%) poorer even after taking the 

effect of institutions



PROBLEMS WITH CORRELATIONS TO INFER CAUSATION

1. Reverse causality: Income causes better

institutions

 Rich can afford better institutions (judges,

bureaucrats, etc.)

2. Omitted variable correlated with both,

institutions and income: education, land

quality,…

3. Measure is ex-post: may influence analyst

4. Measurement error: biases coefficient



INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES

Reminder:

 Y=a +bX + e, corr(X,e)!=0

 But there exist Z, which has 2 properties:

 Corr(X,Z)!=0 (first stage)

 Corr(Z,e)=0 (exclusion restriction): Z affects e ONLY through X

Log points to levels:

90=log(y1)-log(y2)=log(y1/y2)=log{(y1-y2)/y2) -1}

Exp{90}-1=(y1-y2)/y2 =145%



INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE: SETTLER MORTALITY

 Instrument must be an important factor in accounting for the institutional variation that we

observe (expropriation risk), but have no direct effect on GDP today.

 Idea: disease affected institutions in the past but not now.

➢ Malaria and yellow fever were the major sources of European mortality in the colonies. In the tropics,

these two diseases accounted for 80%. Gastrointestinal diseases 15%.

➢ Natives develop immunity if they survived childhood with it + Genetic immunity.

➢ Malaria not correlated with altitude (depends on micro-climate) → not proxy for geography.



INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE

▪ Endogenous one (R): current institutions (protection against expropriation 1985-1995)

▪ Potential instruments:

➢ C: measure of early (1900) institutions: Democracy 1900, constraints on executive at independence.

➢ S: measure of “early” European settlements (% population with European descent in 1900)

➢ M: is mortality rates faced by settlers

 Use Si (or Ci) as an instrument for Ri?

➢ Problem with S: migration may be correlated with determinants of income (epsilon)

➢ Problem with C: already enough time passed, and a common factor may affect both income today and 1900

institutions: language, culture, education, etc.

 Use M as instrument: valid as long as mortality rates of settlers between the seventeenth and

nineteenth centuries have no effect on income today other than through their influence on

institutional development.



FIRST STAGE



PERSISTENCE

Was already reflected in 

Early institutions

PERSISTENCE

Early 

Institutions

Correlated 

With today’s



MECHANISMS

Less settlement in higher 

mortality places

More 

settlement 

better 

institutions



“EFFECT” OF INSTITUTIONS: IV

 Effect is robust

 How big?

➢ Chile vs Nigeria: 2SLS estimate=0.94,

implies that the 2.24 difference in

expropriation risk between these two

countries should translate into 206 log

point (approximately 7-fold) difference.

 Chile is today 11 times richer. So 7-fold vs

11-fold: explains a LOT!



ROBUSTNESS

 Not identity of colonizer (they followed

different strategies depending on

settlement conditions.

 Not civil vs common law

 Not type of religion in country (fraction

Catholic, Muslim, and of other

religions, with Protestants omitted

group)

 Not climate

 Not soil quality

 Not natural resources, access to sea

 Not fragmentation

Identity of colonizer



ROBUSTNESS 2

 Not health TODAY

➢ Institutions a bit smaller but significant

 Additional instruments (latitude, mean temperature, and distance from the coast, settler mortality)



OVERIDENTIFICATION TESTS

 They test if results using

different instruments imply

different “effects”.

 To work: one has to assume that

at least one instrument is valid.

Cannot reject that different 

Instrument give same result



VERY IMPORTANT PAPER: 

 Uses history to delve deep into causes

 Uses instrumental variable to get at causality of institutions

 Obtains large estimate: institutions matter

 They say that this shows potential of institutions to explain income, but not that there is nothing

to do: South Korea 1960, Japan Meji Restoration, etc.

➢ They used settler mortality since it is a convenient instrument only, but history does NOT determine

everything (although a lot of persistence)

 Rule of law is an equilibrium outcome: more fundamental institutions (Parlamentary vs

presidential systems)



UNANSWERED QUESTIONS: 

 Why risk of expropriation? Physical security/violence, quality of education, culture?

 60+ countries, many things may vary

 Have to believe exclusion restriction works

 What channels?



INSTITUTIONS EMPIRICAL PAPERS

NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND SUBNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA, 

STELIOS MICHALOPOULOS, ELIAS PAPAIOANNOU

Methods/Idea:

• Geographical Discontinuities

• Fixed effects 

• Clustering of standard errors

• Partialling-out



INSTUTUTIONS VS OTHER EXPLANATIONS

The institutional view: poorly performing institutional structures cause under-

development

 Lack of constraints on the executive

 poor property rights protection

 Inefficient legal and court systems are the ultimate causes of underdevelopment

Alternative views:

 Geographical features

 Informal cultural norms

 Genetic and epidemiological traits



THE EMPIRICAL IDEA

 Compare same ethnicities/culture/genetics under different institutions

➢ Do they perform differently?

➢ If not, it is not institutions → it could be culture/genetics/ geography.

 Do different ethnicities under same institutions perform differently

➢ If yes, then ethnicity matters.

But how to hold constant ethnicities/culture/genetics and vary institutions?

 Take advantage of drawing of boundaries in Africa which cut across ethnicities.

 Burden of proof:

➢ show that the drawing of boundaries was arbitrary: people on both sides are identical.

➢ Show that indeed they cut in the middle of ethnicities



THE EMPIRICAL IDEA



OUTCOME VARIABLE

 Same ethnicity, but different country.

 Very different illumination

Results:

 Comparing across countries does correlate

with lighting…

 … but not when you compare within ethnic

group using ethnic group fixed effects…

 …nor when using spatial discontinuities

These go against the argument for institutions



DATA: PARTITIONED ETHNICITIES

 Murdock’s map: 826 ethnic areas inhabited upon colonization

 Cross with actual countries: 1,247 country-ethnicity observations.

➢ classify an ethnicity as partitioned when at least 10% of the historical homeland belongs to more than

one contemporary state.

➢ drop partitioned areas of less than 100 square km.

 → 220 partitioned ethnicities, 507 country-ethnicity observations.

➢ Ex: Ewe that have been partitioned between Ghana and Togo (44% and 56%); Yao between Mozambique

(65%), Malawi (13%), and Tanzania (22%).

➢ The median country in Africa has 43% of its population residing in the homeland of partitioned

ethnicities.



DATA: ECONOMIC ACTIVITY --- SATELLITE LIGHT DENSITY AT NIGHT 

 Defense Meteorological Satellite Program’s

Operational Linescan System:

➢ Reports time-stable images of the Earth at night

captured between 20:00 and 21:30.

➢ The measure ranges from 0 to 63.

➢ Available for every 30-second area pixel

(approximately 1 square kilometer).

➢ Removing cloudy days and ephemeral lights

➢ Average for 2007-2008.

 There is previous evidence that lights correlates

with development proxies (swage, education,

GDP)



DATA: SATELLITE LIGHT DENSITY AT NIGHT 

Partition level analysis:

 Aggregate at partition level

Pixel level analysis:

 p=pixel, i=ethnicity, c=country

 use pixels of 12.5 km x 12.5 km

 Only used areas with population

 120,000 observations across all African ethnic homelands

 42,710 of those belonging to partitioned ethnicities

An observation in the data in the aggregate

case is a partition. For example in this case it

will have two rows:



DATA: NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

 World Bank’s Governance Matters Database (2008)

 The World Bank indices: rule of law, corruption

➢ [-2.5, 2.5]

➢ Lowest rule of law are Somalia (–2.195), Democratic Republic of Congo (–1.88), and

Liberia (–1.73),

➢ Highest: South Africa (0.156), Namibia (0.1675), and Botswana (0.615)



EMPIRICAL MODEL

 Specification at the Country-Ethnic Homeland Level

➢ IQLc = rule of law (or corruption) of country “c”

 Ex: regional light density in the part of the Egba in Benin is matched to the institutional quality of

Benin, whereas the adjacent area of the Egba in Nigeria is assigned the value of Nigeria.

➢ PD(p),i,c = population density in the corresponding pixel or partition

➢ AREA(p)i,c = log of land area

➢ X (p)i,c = suitability for agriculture and average elevation, % underwater, malaria suitability, oil and

diamond fields, distance from the capital city, the national border, and the coast → affect light

➢ Double clustering of errors: country + ethnic-family.

 Specification at pixel level

Controlling for ethnicity 

do a country’s 

institutions matter?



THEY WANT TO SAY THAT BORDER=INSTITUTIONS

 Need that across the national boundary everything is the same except institutions

➢ Same climate, geography, same ethnicity/culture, etc.

➢ As if borders were arbitrarily drawn

 Historical argument:

➢ Europeans did not know Africa well when they divided it.

➢ They were not nations but protectorates / colonies.

 Note that 80% of borders are straight lines.

 External validity argument

➢ Besides landmass and water area, there are no systematic differences between non-split and

partitioned ethnicities, across dozens of potentially relevant-for-development factors, related to

geography, natural resources, the disease environment, and historical traits



VALIDITY OF IDENTIFICATION STRATEGY

 Statistical tests: show that for a given ethnic region, there are no differences across national

boundaries.

 They show something similar: that rule of law across boundaries is not correlated with other

stuff.

➢ For instance: it is not the case that regions with better rule of law also has better land quality.



CORRELATIONS: ETHNICITY X COUNTRY LEVEL  --- USE ALL DATA

 Regress luminosity on rule of law: places with better rule of law have more luminosity

➢ But this compares ACROSS ethnicities, and does NOT leave constant geography, etc. → NOT A CAUSAL ESTIMATE

➢ Conditioning on geography reduces the coefficient on national institutions by 35%

 1 point-increase in the rule of law index (2 sd),

is associated with a 0.70 log point increase in

regional luminosity (1/2 sd) → big number



ETHNICITY FIXED EFFECTS: COMPARE WITHIN ETHNIC GROUPS

 No effect of rule of law (corruption) once you control for same ethnicity/location!!

 Results hold when restricting to 100km and 50km from border

 the ethnicity fixed effects are jointly significant at the 99% confidence level



IN GRAPHIC FORM (PARTIALLING-OUT)

 Within ethnicity R2 is 2% only. That is: only 2% of variation in luminosity is explained by National

border



REGRESSION DISCONTONUITY IDENTIFICATION STRATEGY

 Estimate the “jump” at the border on luminosity.

➢ All else is smooth, so if there is a jump it has to be the border

 Control flexibly for “distance to border” to allow “Y” to change smoothly across distance

 IQL is then identified for the pixel area “suddenly” belonging to another country.

Dummy indicating 

higher rule of law 

among the two



REGRESSION DISCONTONUITY IDENTIFICATION STRATEGY

 They find no jump in any specification

 probability that a pixel is lit is just 1 pp higher in the

country with the relatively higher institutional quality



ROBUSTNESS

 Look at adjacent areas that are very different on rule of law

 Use other measures of institutions, and use population density as outcome→ does not jump

 Exclude areas that are close by since light may spillover

 Use borders which are only straight lines

 Using data from Afrobarometer and household surveys on public good provision as dependent

variables → they also work



HETEROGENEITY: GOING BEYOND THE AVERAGE EFFECT

 Do the RD estimation for every partition separately, then plot the estimates in a histogram:

 the mass of the distribution is centered on 0.

 for about 120 groups (62.5%) the absolute value of the

t-statistic is less than 1.60, implying statistically

insignificant patterns.

 better national institutions translate into a significantly

higher regional development for approximately 38

cases (around 20% of the sample).

 30 (17%) cases the coefficient for the high institutional

quality country is significant, but with the ‘‘wrong’’ sign.

 Extrapolating from a single case can be misleading



WHY THE HETEROGENEITY?

 One possibility is that it is sampling variation

 Other possibilities:

➢ Institutions matter only when the geographical area is close to the capital, due to bad

communications, and given that colonial powers stayed close to the coast.

➢ 200 million individuals reside in the homelands of partitioned ethnicities, 45% live relatively far

(>360km) from the respective capitals, with the remaining 55% reside relatively close to the

capitals.



SEPARATELY FOR CLOSE (<367KM--MEDIAN) VS FAR (WITH FE)

 Col 1-4: above vs below median, Col 5-8: each country has its own median distance by dividing by max distance

 It seems that one reason why institutions don’t matter is because they only matter close to the capital city

 Col 7: 1 s.d. increase corruption index increases the probability that a pixel is lit by approximately 7% (1/2 its mean)



DISTANCE IN A CONTINUOUS WAY

 Distance matters

 Border does matter when interacted with distance



CONCLUSION

 Institutions matter but only close to capital city, and most people do not live close to capital

 Culture/geography seems to matter: conditioning for ethnic groups erases the effect of country.

 There is substantial heterogeneity we do not understand



THE ORIGINS OF TRUST

• NATHAN NUNN AND WANTCHEKON

Placebo

IV

Antonji selection on unobservables



SLAVE TRADE CENTURIES AGO CAUSES LOW TRUST TODAY

Ideas:

 People were often captured as slaves, especially close to the coast

 Sometimes people from the same community helped capture them

 This caused people to trust other people less

 Low trust still persist today for ethnicities which suffered more slave capture

Alternatives:

 Reverse causality:

➢ less trusting ethnicities were easier to capture as slaves

 Omitted variables:

➢ less developed were both less trusting and easier to capture as slaves

 They implement a variety of tests to “get rid” of these alternatives:

➢ (a) controls, (b) IV, (c) quantifying how big would unobservables have to be?



OTHER CHECKS

 Runs falsification test with Asia/Europe – no slave trade but closeness to courts:

➢ “If distance from the coast affects trust only through the slave trade (i.e., if our

exclusion restriction is satisfied), then there should be no relationship between

distance from the coast and trust outside of Africa, where there was no slave trade”

 Argues that economics of trade is not the channel, since the coastal areas of Africa did not

engage in trade.

 Uses other data sources, which?



TRUST VS TRUSTWORTHINESS

 Ok, granted slave trade CAUSES less trust today.

 But is this because I am less trusting?

 Or is it because my neighbors are less trustworthy?

 Are they less trustworthy because they don’t have good judicial institutions?



CONTEXT

 Slave trade pitted neighbor against neighbor:

➢ tricking” unsuspecting strangers and then selling them to merchants

➢ Becoming informant and selling people in exchange of weapons

➢ The most common manner of enslavement was kidnapping, (~40%), just under 25% of

the slaves were captured during wars. Amazingly, almost 20% of the slaves were sold by

relatives or friends.

➢ Through the judicial system: 16% of the Koelle sample entered slavery this way:

accusing others of crimes such as witchcraft, theft, adultery, or murder in order to

obtain slaves.



THE IDEA OF CULTURE

 If information acquisition is either costly or imperfect, it can be optimal for individuals to

develop heuristics or rules-of-thumb in decision making.

➢ Natural selection of rules-of-thumb. → persistence

 Culture can persist:

➢ Multiple equilibria: low levels of trust → weaker institutions → worse behavior→lower trust.

➢ Complementarities between culture and institutions

➢ Shocks just take a long time to dissipate given transmission mechanisms

➢ Selection: greater number of inherently more trusting individuals were captured, leaving a greater

proportion of inherently less-trusting individuals + trust is hardwired (inherited)



DATA ON TRUST

 Where does the data on trust come from?

 Afrobarometer: either 1,200 or 2,400 individuals of voting age in each country: 17 sub-

Saharan African countries.

➢ 21,702 usable observations.

 Asks: how much they trust their relatives, neighbors, and their locally elected government,

those in the same country from other ethnic groups, and those from the same ethnic group.

➢ How low is it?

➢ 7% report that they do not trust their relatives at all, and 18% report that they trust their relatives only a

little.

➢ Code de trust variable: 0 corresponds to “not at all”; 1 to “just a little”; 2 to “somewhat”; and

3 to the response “a lot.”



DATA ON SLAVE TRADE

 Where does data on slave trade come

from?

 Total number of slaves shipped from all

ports and regions of Africa

 + data on the slaves’ ethnic identities

(1400 – 1900).

➢ Transatlantic slave trade: 80,656 -- 229

distinct ethnicities.

➢ Indian Ocean slave trade: 21,048 slaves -

- 80 distinct ethnic groups.

 Is he using this cross-sectional variation across

countries/regions?

 Not for countries, he has country FE. District controls, only.

 Ethnicity is the unit of variation

What are these?



EMPIRICAL SPECIFICATION

 i indexes individuals, e ethnic groups, d districts, and c countries

 αc: country fixed effects – country factors –e.g. government regulations-- that may affect trust

 “slave exportse”: number of slaves taken from ethnic group e during the slave trade.

You want to control for everything that affects both trust and slave exports

 Xi: age, gender, urban location, living conditions (5 fe), educational attainment (10 fe), religion (18 fe),

occupation (7 fe).

 Xd: ethnic fractionalization*, share same ethnicity

 Xe: ethnicity level variables → these are important as they may be correlated with trust.

*[1 - Herfindahl of ethnolinguistic group shares]: probability that two randomly drawn individuals from the population belong to different groups



MAIN RESULT: EXPORT OF SLAVES NEGATIVELY RELATED TO TRUST

 Why divide by area?

 How do the authors interpret the magnitude?

➢ Y and X have std dev = 1

 Of course, the question always remains: are there other omitted variables? How well measured at these controls?



MORE ON MAGNITUDES

 How to interpret this coefficient?

 1000 slaves more decreases trust by 0.68 points?

 Is this large?

They also try this: decompose the variance explained

by Y into what % is explained by different regressors

➢ “slave exports and the other covariates together explain

5.4 percent of the total variation of trust in neighbors. Of

this 5.4 percent, 16–27 percent is explained by slave

exports”

 Note: this is kind of small: many more things affect trust



IS THIS CAUSAL?

 This is just a correlation so far. Is it causal?

 Reverse causality alternative: “if ethnic groups that were inherently less trusting were more likely to be

taken during the slave trades…

 …. and if these groups continue to be less trusting today,

 then this could generate a negative relationship between the slave trade and trust”.

➢ i.e. there is something unobserved driving both.

 Strategies to get at causality

1. Controlling for observables correlated with both trust and being taken

2. Use selection on observable variables to quantify how big would selection on unobservables have to be to

do away with the observed effect.

3. Use historical distance from the coast of an individual’s ethnic group as an instrument for slave exports.



1. WHICH CONTROLS?

 To be a good control to deal with omitted variables they have to have 2 properties. Which?

1. Be correlated with slave taking

2. Be correlated with trust today

 Which controls do they have in mind?

 European influence, prosperity, malaria.

 What would you do to control for these?



CONTROLLING FOR THE PAST

 Colonial rule: “If the parts of Africa that were most affected by the slave trade were also the most affected by

colonial rule, then not controlling for colonial rule might lead to falsely attributing its effects to the slave trade.”

 Malaria Index:

➢ Index constructed by Anthony Kiszewski et al. (2004). The index takes into account the prevalence and type of

mosquitoes: 0.5-degree-by-0.5-degree grid-cells globally + historical ethnic boundaries = malaria presence in land

historically inhabited by each ethnic group.

 Prosperty:

➢ Data from Tertius Chandler (1987) on the location of African cities with more than 20,000 inhabitants in year

1400: Colonial population density, if there was a city located on the land inhabited by each ethnic group,

➢ From Ethnographic Atlas: type of ethnic group: fully nomadic (migratory), seminomadic, semisedentary; and

number of jurisdictional hierarchies (sophistication of an ethnic group’s political institution).

 European influence:

➢ Century Company (1911): if the ethnic group was connected by railways,

➢ William R. m. Roome (1924): European missionary contact.

 This is a big effort to control for whether non-slave trade European influence.



ROBUST TO COLONIAL CONTROLS



2. HOW BIG WOULD OMITTED VARIABLES HAVE TO BE TO EXPLAIN RESULTS

 Idea: selection on observables can be used to assess the potential bias from unobservables

Altonji, Elder, and Taber (2005): if observables are not that important→ unobservables

shoudn’t either.

 Under some assumptions, the following ratio estimates how many times more important as

explanation of “the effect” would unobservables have to be in order to eliminate result:

 Where is the coefficient on Slaves taken estimated with no controls, and is the

coefficient with a full set of controls.

 Intuition: if is large then is harder to explain away. If is small that means that

controlling does not change the coefficient much.

 They find ratios from 4 to 11. Ommited variables would have to explain at least 4 times more

association between slave trade and trust than included controls.

Ideally we want this to be large



3. INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE

 Instrumental variable: changes the explanatory variable without directly changing the

dependent variable

➢ Correlated with the number of slaves taken from an ethnic group… (verifiable)

➢ but uncorrelated with any characteristics of the ethnic group that may affect the trust of

descendants (unverifiable).

 IV: distance of an individual’s ethnic group from the coast during the slave trade

➢ captures an ethnic group’s exposure to the external demand for slaves, since slaves were purchased

at the coast before being shipped overseas.

➢ plausibly uncorrelated with other factors that affected the trust of their descendants.

▪ Threats?

➢ endogenous migration

➢ Economic progress from fishing and trade



DISTANCE FROM THE CENTROID OF THE ETHNICITY REGION TO COAST

Problems of the exclusion restriction:

 Selection: One problem is that ethnic regions are

measured in 1800s, and slave trade started in

1400s, so plenty of time to move. So what?

➢ Who stayed there?

 Traits of the ethnic group correlated with

distance from the coast are potentially

problematic. Like which?

➢ They relied on fishing which may be a more

individualistic task than farming → they control

for reliance on fishing (% food from fish?)

➢ Ocean trade makes them richer (although this

may go in the other direction)→ no trade



DISTANCE FROM THE CENTROID OF THE ETHNICITY REGION TO COAST

 First stage precise and economically significant: 100km from coast decreases 14% exports of slaves

 Second stage: same as OLS: not much evidence of unobserved variables



FALSIFICATION “PLACEBO” TESTS

 IV assumes that distance affects trust only through slave trade.

 What is their placebo Idea?

➢ test if distance to coast “affect” trust in places with no slave trade.

➢ Asianbarometer: calculate each person’s current distance from the nearest coastline. Then test if

correlated with trust (reduced form).

➢ They find no correlation for Asia, as they should. They find correlation for their African sample



ARE YOU CONVINCED IT IS CAUSAL?

 Hard to do better than this except for a natural experiment.

 Actually the placebo makes the argument that this is like a natural experiment.

 But without RCTs and replication there is always some grain of doubt.

➢ What kind of replication?

➢ Another way to add credibility is to go into the detail on the mechanisms. What do we

mean my mechanisms?

➢ i.e. intermediate variables



HOW DOES SLAVE TRADE AFFECT TRUST: CHANNELS

 Explanation 1: distrust transmitted across generations

 Explanation 2: Institutions

➢ the slave trade deteriorates institutions and legal structures. And this persists.

➢ Furthermore poor institutions permit poor behavior, which engenders mistrust

How to distinguish among these?

 Maybe they trust less because other people are less trustworthy

 Study trust in government while controlling for how trustworthy and competent the government is.

Why? How is this a good test?

➢ Controls: how many of their locally elected councilors were corrupt; whether their local council members listen to their

concerns. Also used ACTUAL public goods provided by government.

➢ Does slave trade still affect trust in government conditional on how they perceive the government? That is: 2

ethnicities think the same about competence and corruption, but the one with slave trade trust them less

➢ Result: coefficient decreases 50%, but still negative and significant



TRUSTWORTHINESS

 A second way they explore trustworthiness is to use how slave trade affected not your ethnicity, but that of your

neighbors. Does it make them less trustworthy and therefore you trust them less?

 Has direct negative effect, but still own-ethnicity slave trade matters a as much. So not trustworthiness



SO TRUSTING BEHAVIOR MATTERS, ABOVE AND BEYOND TRUSTWORTHINGESS

 One last question: is it the ethnicity effect we are capturing? Or is it the geographical

location?

 Can it be the institutions of a given place that has that effect on them or the fact that their

ethnicity was enslaved?

 What would you need intuitively to separate these two explanations?

 Separate places from people: movers!!



PLACE TODAY RATHER THAN ETHNICITY IN THE PAST

Explanation 1: distrust transmitted across generations vs Explanation 2: Institutions

 Measure slaves taken from a geographical region, not the ethnicity. This may have an effect

today on the institution of the region and therefore trust.

 That is, is the effect of trust portable by the person even if he moves, or is it anchored to a

place?

“if the slave trade primarily affects trust through internal factors, then mistrust should be most

strongly correlated with the extent to which individuals’ ancestors were affected by the slave

trade. If the slave trade affects trust primarily through external factors, like the deterioration of

domestic institutions, which lead to a decline in the trustworthiness of others, then mistrust should be

most strongly correlated with the slave trade’s impact on the environment in which the

individual lives today”

 Ethnicity-based vs location-based slave export variables



ETHNICITY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN PLACE

 Ethnicity is still important after controlling for place-based slave taking.

 So it is something that happened to your ancestors.

 Movers sample is the source of identification (45% of pop. average effect among the movers only)



CONCLUSION ON CHANNELS

“Effect on trust arises from a change in the internal norms and beliefs of the

descendants of those affected by the slave trade.”

“One reason that history matters today is through the evolution of cultural norms.”



CULTURE?



DOES “HONESTY” VARY ACROSS COUNTRIES AND CITIES?

“Honest behavior is a central feature of economic and social life. Without honesty, promises are broken,

contracts go unenforced, taxes remain unpaid, and governments become corrupt…costly to individuals,

organizations, and entire societies.”

 Lost wallet experiments:

➢ 355 cities in 40 countries: a total of 17,303 wallets, roughly 400 observations per country.

➢ (i) banks; (ii) theaters, museums; (iii) post offices; (iv) hotels; and (v) police stations, courts of law, or

other public offices.

➢ no money or equivalent to US$13.45

➢ business cards: owner’s name and email address

➢ a grocery list, and a key

➢ RA approached an employee at the counter and said, “Hi, I found this on the street around the corner.”

The research assistant then placed the wallet on the counter and pushed it over to the employee,

saying, “Somebody must have lost it. I’m in a hurry and have to go. Can you please take care of it?”



HUGE VARIATION ON WALLET RETURNING: MEXICO LOW

 Outcome: measure was whether recipients contacted the

owner to return the wallet. Unique email address for each

wallet.

 Substantial variation across countries: Mexico is in the 1/3

less honest.

 Except for Mexico, more money means more likely to return

wallet.

 In hypothetical survey: “Respondents reported that failing to return a

wallet would feel more like stealing when the wallet contained a

modest amount of money than when it contained no money”.

 This variation largely persists even when controlling for a country’s

gross domestic product.

 Economically favorable geographic conditions, inclusive political

institutions, national education, and cultural values that emphasize

moral norms predict honesty.



DO PEOPLE PUNISH BAD BEHAVIOR OF OTHERS AT A COST? 

“Costly Punishment Across Human Societies”, Science 2006

▪ 1762 adults sampled from 15 diverse populations from five continents, many production systems



GAMES IN THE FIELD

Ultimatum Game

P1

P2
A R

(0,0)(X, Z-X)

X

If people are motivated purely by self-

interest, player 2s will always accept any 

positive offer; knowing this, player 1 

should offer the smallest nonzero amount.

3rd party punishment

P1

X

 P1 decides how much to give to P2

 P2 does nothing

 P3 can punish P1’ action and remove 30% 

of P1s money at a cost of 20% to himself

a purely self-interested player 3 would never 

pay to punish player 1. Knowing this, a self-

interested player 1 should always offer zero 

to player 2. 

P3



RESULTS

Some societies are more likely to reject small offers.

Players 1 know this and offer more.

Balls=rejections;  Vertical line=offers mean; 

dashed line=income maximizing offer; gray area= IQR of offers

ULTIMATUM GAME 3RD PARTY PUNISHMENT

Balls=rejections;  Vertical line=offers mean  gray area= IQR of offers

2/3 of player 3s were willing to pay 20% of their
endowment (half of 1 day’s wage) to punish player 1 for
allocating zero to player 2. this fraction varied from around
28% among the Tsimane to over 90% among the Gusii



MORE PUNISHING SOCIETIES ARE ALSO MORE ALTRUISTIC

The authors interpret this a cultural co-evolution



CORRUPTION, NORMS, AND LEGAL 

ENFORCEMENT: EVIDENCE FROM DIPLOMATIC 

PARKING TICKET



HOW TO MEASURE IF DIFFERENT COUNTRIES HAVE DIFFERENT 

CULTURES OF CORRUPTION?

 Corruption: “the abuse of entrusted power for private gain”

 What drives corruption: Social norm vs enforcement

➢ Hard to distinguish among these 2

 Idea: Diplomats in New York prior to 2002 could not get a parking ticket!

➢ So differences in tickets may represent difference in culture, since enforcement is zero.

➢ Furthermore they leave a paper trial!

 Confound 1: some may drive more? Or live in different parts of the city?

➢ 87% located within 1 mile of the UN complex

 Confound 2: Maybe countries send people with different background? Is all else constant?



DATA 

 license plate number; the name and country of origin of the car’s registrant; the date, time, and

location of the violation, the fine and penalty levied; and the amount paid (if any)

 number of diplomatic license plates registered to each mission from the U.S. State

Department’s Office of Foreign Missions

 1997-2002 diplomats accumulated over 150,000 unpaid parking tickets ($18 million)

➢ No Standing— Loading (parking in someone else’s driveway) 43%

➢ fines for expired meters accounted 6%

➢ double-parking 5%

➢ parking in front of a fire hydrant 7%

 Kaufman index: principal component of other corruption indices (subjective measures based on

surveys of country experts and investors).



DATA 
Mexico=94



TICKETS PER DIPLOMAT VS CORRUPTION OF COUNTRY



PRE - POST ENFORCEMENT

 October 2002 the State Department gave New York City permission to revoke the official diplomatic plates >3 

unpaid violations



SPECIFICATION

 i=country, t={before, after}

 Note: controls for the number of Diplomats to avoid a mechanical effect

 Corruption is the 1998 country corruption index;

 Enforcement = I(post–October 2002)

 X={log of 1998 GDP per capita, region fixed effects, etc}

Unpaid Parking Violationsit = b1Corruptioni + b2Enforcementit + b3Diplomatsi + X’g



 Culture matters: going from Nigeria (corruption score 1.01) to a largely uncorrupt country such as

Norway (score -2.35) is associated with a large drop 161 log points (=-0.48*3.36), approximately

80% of the mean of violations.

 Enforcement matters: Parking violations decrease post enforcement by over 98% percent



ROBUST RESULT 

 Controlling for GDP does not change result: not the case that richer countries are able to

purchase more parking spots for their diplomats.

 controlling for region fixed effects (compare within region), so not just regional differences.

 The inclusion of higher-order polynomial controls for income

 Government wage relative to per capita

 Number of vehicles registered to each mission

 inclusion of paid violations in our parking violations

 focusing on the subset of violations committed between the nighttime hours of 10:00 p.m. and

6:00 a.m.

 Focusing on violastions at a distance of more than five blocks from UN



 Parking violations increase by 8.4 percent with each additional month in NY

 Diplomats from low-corruption countries show the most rapid proportional increases in violations

over time

REGRESSIONS AT PERSON LEVEL



WHY

 Is that diplomats from Norway get punished more in Norway because of what they do in NY

(media/boss)?

➢ In that case it is still cultural norms, but not internal to the individual, but collective.

 But unlikely because:

➢ Lexis-Nexis search of 504 European news outlets yielded only 25 news.

➢ official’s tenure at the United Nations in New York City not correlated with official’s tenure, and does not

interact with corruption at home country.

▪ Do they think enforcement is different?

▪ Note that this is not culture but probabilities of getting caught. The authors can not evaluate this hypothesis.

▪ Any other explanation that does not rely on culture?



CONCLUSION

 Both enforcement and “culture” matters

 What would be the ideal experiment to test this?



WHICH INSTITUTIONS?



THE CLAIM IS THAT INSTITUTIONS MATTER, BUT WHICH?

 Not clear which institutions matter

 But often-mentioned candidates include property rights and rule of law, courts, and

those promoting less violence like police.

 Institutions that foster cooperation –like strong civic society-- and accountability of

public actors –like the media– should also play a big role.

 We still know little about these, but we will cover some papers of concrete institutions

in this class.



PROPERTY RIGHTS AND FINANCE

By SIMON JOHNSON, JOHN MCMILLAN, AND CHRISTOPHER WOODRUFF



HOW IMPORTANT ARE PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Main questions of the paper:

1. Are secure property rights necessary for entrepreneurial investment?

2. Are they sufficient or is say external finance need?

3. Is external finance (credit/equity) important for firms to be profitable and grow?



HOW DO THE AUTHORS GO ABOUT ADDRESSING THESE QUESTIONS?

 Implement a survey that measures proxies of property rights, suitability for external

finance.

 Use variation across countries and across firms’ perceptions of these and map them to

investment.



WHAT ARE THE MAIN FINDINGS OF THE PAPER?

 Secure property rights are necessary for investment.

 Secure property rights are sufficient for investment.

 Entrepreneurs reinvest less of their retained earnings when they perceive their

property rights to be insecure, irrespective of whether they own the collateral that

is generally needed to obtain credit.

“The issue is not whether entrepreneurs have enough resources, but rather whether

they want to invest their retained earnings or instead consume these earnings”



CONTEXT

 1997 survey of recently formed small manufacturing firms in five transition

countries: Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine, and Russia.

➢ Chose countries explicitly to look for variation in institutional conditions.

 Large profits and retained earnings

➢ Argue it is because of recent move to freer markets and hostile business environment creates entry

barriers, and unfilled niches.

➢ Measures:

➢ Outcome: “How much did you reinvest out of profits during 1996?” 0%, 1–10%, 11–25, 26–

49, etc.”

➢ Property rights: index of questions about extralegal payments, and also how much courts

can be relied upon.



 Russia and Ukraine: 90% extra level payments! While the other countries are closer to 20%.



WHY THE VARIATION IN PROPERTY RIGHTS?

 Different realities

➢ Different types of firms?

 Different perceptions

➢ Different age of respondents?

 Other firm characteristics?

The analysis will be based on assuming “selection on observables”, a strong assumption. That is

that controlling for the observables, the firms experiencing more/less secure property rights, or

more/less collateral have similar investment opportunities.



MAIN VARIABLES

 Index of property rights from 0 to 4: Licenses, services, protection, courts

➢ Correlation between the first 3 is very high, >0.50. With courts they are about 0.11

➢ Correlation between these and having collateral is close to zero (-0.05)

➢ Why is this good for the methodology?

▪ Profit rates after taxes: 20% in Russia to 6% in Slovakia



 Reinvestment: Polish and Romanian firms reinvested 50%, while Russia and Ukraine 30-40%

 Loans: small at around 2% of sales.

 Collateral: In the U.S. 20% of loans to firm were without collateral, in the sample here only 2%.

 This is not because of lack of collateral: more than 75% of firms say they were able to offer collateral.

Profit reinvestment is the main source of investment capital



PERCEIVED PROPERTY RIGHTS 

MATTER

 Control for variables correlated with firm 

investment (age, start up, taxes, collateral to ask 

for loans, having had loans before).

 More controls: country and industry FE. 

Enterprenurs: age, schooling, experience.

 Ordered probit since dependent variable is an 

interval. 

 Conclusion: more insecure property rights 

and ineffectiveness of courts discourages 

reinvestments of profit.

➢ Across countries

➢ But even perceived within countries across firms



 Firms with the most secure property rights (those with an index value of zero) have an average 

predicted reinvestment rate of 55.1 percent; those with the least secure property rights have an 

average predicted reinvestment rate of 33.5 percent. 

QUANTITATIVE LARGE “EFFECT” OF PROPERTY RIGHTS



DOES ACCESS TO CREDIT HELP INVESTMENT?

 two variables, one indicating that the firm has collateralizable 

assets, and the other indicating the firm received a loan prior to 

1996. Both of these variables are strongly correlated with 

receiving a loan in 1996. 

 Collateral is necessary for access to loans. Only six of 310 firms 

reporting loans in 1996 said they did not provide collateral. 

 Result: Variables for access to loans are not 

related to reinvesting profits more.

 Credit does not cause more reinvestment of profits, but what 

about investment overall? 



CAVEATS:

Survey on a sensitive topic:

 Self-reported: maybe it is all perceptions: managers may try to self-justify for not investing.

➢ Do not have rich controls for managers attitudes

 High non-response

Bias from sampling:

 Survivor Bias: maybe the effect is underestimated since those with less secure property rigths abandoned, or

did not enter.

Assumed exogenous property rights.

 Maybe investing causes more secure rights (reverse causality): hard since these are small firms.

Loan use is different from loan demand: maybe those with more collateral need less loans.

 In the loan regressions why focus on reinvestment of profit: loans are a substitute for reinvestment of profit


